
REDWOODS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Curriculum Committee 

Eureka: 7351 Tompkins Hill Road, SSA 202  
Del Norte: 883 W. Washington Boulevard, Office E7 

Meeting Date: February 10, 2017 

Members Present: Angelina Hill (Ex-Officio), George Potamianos, Jennifer Burlison, Michelle Haggerty, Sean 
Herrera-Thomas, Erik Kramer, Ruth Rhodes, Franz Rulofson.  

Members Absent: Gary Sokolow, Dave Bazard (Ex-Officio) 

1. Call to Order: Curriculum Committee Chair, George Potamianos, called the meeting to order at 1:02 pm. 

2. Introductions & Public Comment: George Potamianos congratulated Sean Herrera-Thomas, who earned 
tenure earlier in the week.   

3. Approval of the Minutes: Franz Rulofson moved to approve the minutes of the January 27, 2017 meeting, 
seconded byErik Kramer. There being no objections, the minutes were approved as written.       

      

4. Action Items 

4.1 Inactivation: HIST-8 US History through Reconstruction **Dual Enrollment @ Eureka HS ONLY** - 
George Potamianos 

4.2 Inactivation: GUID-180 Assistive Technology and Computers – Trish Blair 

4.3 Inactivation: GUID-379 Intro to Assistive Technology and Computers – Trish Blair 

4.4 Inactivation: PE-93 Adaptive Aquatic Swimming – Trish Blair 

4.5 Inactivation: ENGR-1 Introduction to Engineering – Steve Brown, Erik Kramer 

4.6 Inactivation: ENGR-18 Electrical Circuits – Steve Brown, Erik Kramer 

4.7 Inactivation: ENGR-35 Statics – Steve Brown, Erik Kramer 

4.8 Inactivation: NAS-13 Native Cultures of Northwestern California – Justine Shaw 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Ruth Rhodes [2nd] to consider items 4.1 - 4.8 as a batch. Following discussion, the 
motion to approve the batch was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.9 Course Reactivation: ANTH-3H Honors Intro to Cultural Anthropology – Justine Shaw 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Michelle Haggerty [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 



Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:  This course will be equated to ANTH-3; any student who takes ANTH-3H will satisfy 
requirements to take ANTH-3.  

Sean Herrera-Thomas asked about the difference between the honors and the regular version. Justine 
Shaw explained the honors version will require more in-depth research, more writing, higher 
expectations of analysis, etc.  

It was decided to insert the word "Honors" at the beginning of the catalog description, to read "This 
Honors course explores…" in order to differentiate it from the original version of the course.  

 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Erik Kramer [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve for CR GE was passed 
by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.10 Distance Education: PSYCH-2 Biological Psychology – Mark Winter  

Franz Rulofson  [M], Erik Kramer [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.11 Distance Education: PSYCH-11 Lifespan Development – Mark Winter 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Michelle Haggerty [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.12 Course Revision: PSYCH-20 Biological Psychology – Mark Winter 

Sean Herrera-Thomas  [M], Franz Rulofson [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        



Franz Rulofson  [M], Michelle Haggerty [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve the 
prerequisite was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.13 Course Revision: GUID-143 Individualized Assessment and Academic Planning - Trish Blair 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Erik Kramer [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:  Erik asks about Outcome #2 (prepare a Measurable Progress Document), and questions 
whether it would be more appropriate as a course objective. After discussion, consensus was reached to 
leave it as an outcome.  

 

4.14 Course Revision: GUID-145 Applied Study Skills and Strategies - Trish Blair 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Sean Herrera-Thomas [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.15 Course Revision: GUID-146 Applied Study Skills and Strategies for English - Trish Blair 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Sean Herrera-Thomas [2nd]. Following discussion, Erik Kramer [M], Michelle 
Haggerty [2nd] moved to table pending broader faculty consultation. The motion to table was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y N N - 

Discussion:  

Erik Kramer pointed out that no English faculty have been consulted on this outline. This question was 
originally raised in the curriculum web forum during preliminary review, where Trish Blair explained that 
these courses (GUID-146, 147, and 148) are not teaching English, Math, or Science concepts 
respectively, but using those subjects as a theme for teaching study skills to use in those courses. Erik 
pointed out that even if these courses don’t teach subject-specific concepts, that subject-area faculty 
are still part of the curriculum “ripple effect” mentioned on the Curriculum Routing Flow Chart to be 
considered. He explained that this is an issue the committee is trying to enforce consistently and fairly 
across the entire curriculum.  



Erik Kramer asked the English faculty on the committee to comment. Both Ruth Rhodes and Sean 
Herrera-Thomas responded that while reading this outline they didn’t feel they had much to add or 
review from an English teaching perspective.  

Sean Herrera-Thomas commented that Erik’s point raises another issue, which is that there are two 
main avenues for DSPS students to get support for their English courses—the Writing Center and the 
LIGHT Center—which he doesn’t feel are in dialog with each other in a collaborative way. He has 
students who use both services, and sometimes ask him which one they should use. He doesn’t recall 
the English department ever discussed students taking the adaptive strategies GUID courses, and that 
seems to be an important missing component, and leads to him supporting Erik’s comment in spirit: 
there should be broad consultation with the departments about supporting students.  

Erik Kramer commented that he has had students in a Math class he taught who were getting support 
from the LIGHT Center that wasn’t consistent with the way he was teaching the class. At that time, he 
felt there wasn’t an open dialog for him to provide any feedback.  

Sean Herrera-Thomas shared that he has many students for whom the LIGHT Center has made all the 
difference in their ability to succeed in his courses.  

George Potamianos asked Trish Blair if she’d like to comment. Trish explained that the support students 
get in the LIGHT Center is different from the support provided in the Math Lab or Writing Center. Trish 
gave an example: If you have a student that’s struggling to write a paper for a class, they should go to 
the Writing Center. The LIGHT Center is appropriate for students having trouble understanding the 
conceptual underpinnings of how to structure an argument, organize paragraphs, or use appropriate 
grammar. For Math, the LIGHT Center teaches alternate ways of learning the material. Oftentimes 
students with spatial nonverbal learning disabilities can’t understand math concepts the way are 
traditionally taught. They come to the LIGHT center saying things like “I don’t understand what the 
professor is explaining,” and the LIGHT Center teaches them using an adaptive strategy to help them 
understand the concept. Sometimes, an instructor still requires things to be done a certain way. In that 
case, Trish explained, it’s just a matter of the instructor sending an email or making a phone call to 
coordinate with us, in which case we follow what they say. 

Erik Kramer shared an experience he had with a student in one of his classes who received support from 
the LIGHT Center. The student interjected in class that he didn’t like the way Erik was explaining 
something and wanted to show the whole class how they showed him to do it at the LIGHT Center. In 
light of this experience, he suggested adding something to the course outcomes about interacting 
appropriately and respectfully with their instructors.  

Trish Blair recognized the challenge Erik described, but feels like that particular kind of learning and 
behavior is more appropriately addressed under the broader umbrella of the DSPS program and its 
outcomes, rather than specifically in these courses.  

Erik Kramer commented that he thinks some discussion in the GUID courses about how the help 
students receive in the LIGHT Center is supporting, not replacing the course they are taking would be 
warranted. Furthermore, he feels this illustrates the need for broader consultation with the department 
faculty, because issues like this could have been surfaced.  

Trish Blair reiterates that these GUID courses contain no disciplinary subject matter, but teach adaptive 
strategies for learning disciplinary subject matter. She recognized the issues surfaced around 
communicating with professors, but doesn’t feel that is relevant to these course outlines. That is related 



more closely to the service and counseling side of DSPS. With this feedback, they can incorporate more 
discussion about interacting with staff and faculty during advising sessions.  

Erik Kramer suggested amending one of the existing course objectives, “Utilize appropriate self-
advocacy and social skills,” to include “appropriate and effective contact with instructor” or similar.  

Ruth Rhodes commented that she doesn’t think we can make students achieve a particular objective 
just by adding them to a form, and that this is a discussion that might be best to have outside the 
Curriculum process. She doesn’t believe that adding the language Erik suggested will solve the problems 
that he has talked about. Students saying and doing inappropriate things in class is par for the course, 
and just something that happens and every instructor deals with; adding a few words to this outline 
won’t change that.   

Michelle Haggerty commented that she was thinking about this while reading the discussion on the 
curriculum web forum. She thinks what is relevant for a curriculum discussion is how the campus knows 
what different areas are doing, and having some consistency in the way that’s communicated. In that 
vein, it would be great if DSPS came and presented at department meetings, etc. about how their 
services operate.  

Trish Blair responded that she has offered repeatedly to visit department and division meetings, there’s 
a regular DSPS newsletter, etc.  

Michelle Haggerty commented that curriculum consultation could be another avenue to share 
information with teaching faculty. George Potamianos supported this idea; saying there are probably 
lots of faculty in the English (and other) department(s) that know nothing about the support available 
for students with disabilities to enhance their skills. As someone who teaches in the humanities, George 
knew there was some tutoring available, but didn’t realize there was a formal course until he saw these 
proposals. It gives him a more specific sense of what’s available for students.  

Erik Kramer apologized if the example he used earlier was misapprehended. He wasn’t necessarily trying 
to solve that problem, but was trying to share an example that illustrates why he thinks consultancy is 
an issue. His example took a tangential turn, but he still feels strongly that broad consultation is a big 
deal for all curriculum, not just these courses. He expressed hesitancy about approving these courses as-
is “just this once,” because that could lead to issues down the road not only with accreditation, but also 
with the appearance that the committee doesn’t enforce things consistently. We need to decide as a 
committee whether we want to hold the line, or are we just going to say it looks okay because there are 
people in this room who say it’s okay. Erik thinks it is problematic to start picking and choosing when to 
apply the rule.  

Michelle Haggerty explained to Trish the recent context of proposals being returned by the Academic 
Senate due to lack of consultation.  

Trish Blair understands the context, but reiterates that the subject matter is the vehicle used to teach 
learning and study skills. When she has shared this curriculum with faculty in the past, they have 
shrugged their shoulders and said “well I don’t know anything about this; this isn’t really English (or 
Math),” so she has stopped consulting them.  

Sean Herrera-Thomas clarified his position that he does support Erik’s point about the need for broad 
consultation, but that in this specific case there is a difference because the expertise resides entirely 
with the people who developed this curriculum, and that department faculty who may be indirectly 



affected by this because of the course name really would have no bearing for consulting on how 
adaptive strategies are worked out for individual students.  

Erik Kramer replied that the issue of consultation is not just about the course content, but the ripple 
effect of impact on other parts of campus.  

Sean suggested that because of the specialized course content and objectives in this case, that narrower 
consultation is not a barrier to approving the course. In his opinion, this is consistent with saying that 
other courses with discipline-specific content do still need broad consultation.  

Jennifer Burlison agreed that the GUID courses in question are quite different from subject matter 
courses. In this case, she agrees with Sean that department faculty may not have much input on it 
because as Trish said, the subject matter is used as a vehicle for teaching a skill, not the actual skill being 
taught.  

If that’s the case, Erik Kramer asks why there are four courses with similar titles instead of just one. Trish 
Blair explained that there used to be only one, but they found that trying to group students in one large 
course based on the support they needed was not sustainable. They decided to create three other 
versions of the course with a particular disciplinary orientation, to better serve the students. Erik asked 
for confirmation of his new understanding that these four courses are basically the same course, but 
each is oriented to working in a specific discipline. Trish Blair confirmed this is the case; they really are 
very similar courses with a different vehicle through which they teach similar strategies. 

Franz Rulofson think the best course of action is to send things like this out to the departments, with the 
expectation that you might not get anything back. At that point, at least they’ve been provided the 
opportunity to have input.  

Erik Kramer agrees with Franz. While he is fairly convinced at this point that approving these courses as-
is would probably be okay, he still thinks—if time isn’t an issue—it might be best for these to be sent to 
the department faculty and return to the next curriculum meeting for approval.  

Ruth Rhodes doesn’t think this proposal would benefit from further review by the English department, 
but doesn’t object if the rest of the committee would like to do that.  

George Potamianos asked Erik Kramer how he would like to proceed. Erik replied that he would support 
the author voluntarily tabling the proposal, but doesn’t want to force her hand.  

Trish responded that she would do whatever the committee decided.  

George Potamianos asked Courtney Loder if delaying approval will create timing issues for inclusion in 
the Catalog. Courtney replied that these proposals don’t have any catalog changes in them, so timing 
isn’t really an issue.  

George Potamianos asks the committee how they would like to proceed. Franz Rulofson and Ruth 
Rhodes comment that they are ready to vote on this proposal as-is. George clarifies the parliamentary 
procedure needed to proceed.  

Erik Kramer moves to table the proposal. Michelle Haggerty seconds.  

George Potamianos asks if there is any discussion regarding the motion to table. There being none, a roll 
call vote to table the proposal was conducted (recorded above).  

 



4.16 Course Revision: GUID-147 Applied Study Skills and Strategies for Math - Trish Blair 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Erik Kramer [2nd]. Following discussion, Michelle Haggerty [M], Erik Kramer [2nd] to 
table the proposal. The motion to table was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:  Erik Kramer reiterates the issue of consultation discussed in agenda item 4.15.  

Michelle Haggerty moved to table, seconded by Erik Kramer.  

 

4.17 Course Revision: GUID-148 Applied Study Skills and Strategies for Science - Trish Blair 

Michelle Haggerty  [M], Erik Kramer [2nd] to table the proposal. Following discussion, the motion to table 
was passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:  George Potamianos explained the context of these decisions to Trish Blair, with the history 
of several noncredit courses that were recently rejected by the Academic Senate. They were primarily 
customer service training courses, and some members of the Senate felt their departments should have 
been consulted. Faculty consultation is a sensitive topic at this point, and it’s important for us to be 
consistent in the way we evaluate whether a course has had sufficient and appropriate consultation 
with other members of the faculty.  

Erik Kramer adds that his raising the issue wasn’t personal, but was trying to be consistent in the level 
scrutiny applied to consultation.   

 

4.18 Course Revision: PE-90 Adaptive Resistive Training - Trish Blair 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Erik Kramer [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.19 Course Revision: PE-98 Adaptive Physical Education - Trish Blair 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Michelle Haggerty [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 



4.20 Course Revision: PE-302 Adaptive Conditioning - Trish Blair 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Sean Herrera-Thomas [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.21 Course Revision: CT-15 Carpentry Techniques for Existing Buildings – Derek Glavich 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Michelle Haggerty [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion: Courtney Loder raises a questions about the unit values on the course; we can’t schedule a 
section with variable lecture units. If it’s imperative for the course to have variable units, then it needs 
to be entirely lab credit. Tiffany Schmitcke, Manager of Admissions and Records, confirmed that this is 
correct, and asked what the intent is for a variable unit course.  

Derek Glavich explained the intent is to offer a short winter session and a summer session. The course is 
currently structured around doing construction on and for the CR Farm, which could change in the 
future. He would like to offer a short, one-week winter session section.  

George Potamianos pointed out that because this course isn’t repeatable, a student who takes the short 
winter session course won’t be able to take it again and earn more credit.  

Given the constraints discussed, Derek Glavich decided to change the units to 0.5-2.0 variable lab units.  

Angelina Hill pointed out that usually only noncredit courses are scheduled during the winter session 
due to issues affected Financial Aid for students. George Potamianos commented that scheduling is 
outside the purview of the Curriculum Committee.  

 

4.22 Course Revision: CT-40 Independent Study (Construction Technology) – Derek Glavich 

Michelle Haggerty  [M], Franz Rulofson [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by 
the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.23 Course Revision: CT-56 Construction Layout – Derek Glavich 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Erik Kramer [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  



Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:  Erik Kramer suggested adding “Pythagorean Theorem” as a concept in addition to its 
mention in representative assessment tasks. Derek Glavich agreed.  

 

4.24 Program Revision: Welding Technology, Cert. of Achievement – Danny Walker 

Franz Rulofson  [M], Sean Herrera-Thomas [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was 
passed by the following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

4.25 Program Revision: Solar Thermal Technician, Cert. of Recognition – Michael Dennis 

Erik Kramer  [M], Jennifer Burlison [2nd]. Following discussion, the motion to approve was passed by the 
following roll call vote:  

Burlison Haggerty Herrera-Thomas Kramer Rhodes Rulofson Sokolow 
Y Y Y Y Y Y - 

Discussion:        

 

6. Announcements and Open Forum 

   George Potamianos announces that all conversation about consultation is valuable. Erik Kramer adds that it's 
important to avoid the perception of playing favorites with certain departments or faculty.     

 

7. Adjournment: On motion by Erik Kramer  , seconded by Jennifer Burlison, the meeting was adjourned at 2:48  
p.m. 


